The 2014 UIUC Langlands Day

Talks: (All talks will take place in Room 407, Illini Union)

Laura Schaposnik (UIUC)  Langlands duality for branes in the moduli space of Higgs bundles
Ramin Takloo-Bighash (UIC)  Progress on the Gross-Prasad Conjecture
Martin Luu (UIUC)  From numerical local Langlands to T-duality of 2d CFT’s
Thomas Nevins (UIUC)  W-symmetry of the adelic Grassmannian
Patrick Allen (Northwestern)  On the density of automorphic points in Galois deformation rings

More information (e.g. precise schedule etc.) can be found at
http://www.math.illinois.edu/~mluu/conference.html

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Thursday, November 20, 2014

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Dinner to follow at Destihl (please RSVP for the dinner to mluu@illinois.edu)